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DRUNK DRIVER LOOKING AT CELLPHONE MAKES A RIGHT TURN INTO UTILTY
POLE: It was 3:30 in the morning on Saturday night into Sunday morning July 1, 2018.
Sean Marshall Griffin, 19 of far South St. Louis County was driving his 2008 red Honda
Civic for the last time.
Griffin was on WB Clayton Road just passing the Principia School, taking a 20-year-old
friend from Ballwin, MO home. It was about 3:30 when Griffin took his eyes off the road
to look at his cell phone. The car went to the right. Clayton Road is slightly elevated at
this point so the Honda went airborne before striking a ditch and then an Ameren UE
utility pole, apparently totaling the car.
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Officer York responded to a report of an accident. On his arrival he found Griffin and his
passenger sitting in the grass.
Griffin admitting driving the car. He had a moderate smell of booze on his breath, his
eyes were bloodshot, speech was confused and his balance was unsure.
Griffin thought he was maybe in Frontenac, Missouri and was unsure of what time it
was. Griffin refuse to state if he had been drinking or thought he was under the
influence. He agreed to take a field breath test that showed his BAC was about the limit.
He was arrested and at the police station an official BAC test showed his BAC level to
be .146%.
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While Griffin admitted driving the car and was outside the car on the arrival of the police
no one saw him drive the Honda.
Griffin was issued summons for DWI, Improper Lane Use and no Proof of Insurance
and released to a sober person. Griffin had no prior arrests or citations.

OUTCOME: On November 16, 2018 Griffin pled guilty to DWI and Improper Lane Use.
He was placed on a 2-year SIS No Permanent Record, No –fine and No-points for the
DWI. For the Improper Lanes Use he was fined $350 and got two points.
DRUNK DRIVER SPEEDING AND SIGNALING TO GO LEFT AND THEN GOING
RIGHT GETS NO-RECORD, NO-FINE, NO-POINTS FOR DWI IN TOWN AND
COUNTRY: On June 30, 2018 (a Friday night into a Saturday morning) at 2:02AM
Latrina Tyse, 24, of Ferguson, was driving her silver 2015 Hyundai Sonata west on I-64
approaching I-270.
Town and Country Cpl. Fowle was behind Tyse’s Hyundai and noticed that she put on
her left turn signal, but went right. She exited I-64 and went north on I-270, where she
sped up to 82 MPH in the 60-zone.
Once stopped Tyse showed the usual signs of intoxication such as booze on the breath,
eyes, watery and glassy, speech slurred and balance unsure. On the street Tyse said
she only had two drinks. At the police station that increased to 3-drinks and she stated
she felt that she was drunk.
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She failed field sobriety tests and a field breath test. At the police station an official
breath test showed her BAC level to be .116%. She was cited for DWI and Fail to Make
a Proper Signal for a Lane Change. She was released to a sober driver.

Latrina Tyse
OUTCOME: On October 18 Tyse with her attorney Andrew Leonard of Town and
Country Missouri appeared before Town and Country Judge Niehoff. Tyse pled guilty ti
DWI and received a 2-year SIS Probation term with no fine and no-points. She also
pled guilty to Turn Signal Violation and was fined $225 along with 2-points.
VERY DRUNK 27-YEAR-OLD HAS TO CALL MOM AND DAD TO GET HIM. DRUNK,
DRIVING ON THE SHOULDER AND SPEEDING. The Chesterfield resident leaves the
Town and Country Court room with No Popints and No Fine for DWI. Frank
CATANZARO, 27, of Kingspointe Drive in Clarkson Valley was drunk. He was driving
home on WB I-64 when at 2:31AM on Saturday August 19, 2018 he approached Town
and Country Cpl. Yaakub who was parked on the shoulder of WB-64 before Mason
Road.
Yaabok clocked the 2016 Jeep Cherokee doing 85 MPH in the 60-MPH zone. He also
observed the Jeep drive onto the left shoulder, over some rumble strips and almost hit
the median wall.
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Cpl. Yaakub stopped the Jeep after it exited onto Mason Road and contacted the driver
Frank Catanzaro, 27, who still lived with mom and dad in Clarkson Valley.

The Catanzaro homestead in Clarkson Valley.
Cpl. Yaakub immediately found Catanzaro to be drunk. His breath had a strong odor of
booze, his eyes were glassy, his speech was slurred and he was mumbling, plus he
staggered when walking.

Catanzaro failed field sobriety tests. This is from Cpl. Yaakub’s report about just getting
Catanzaro to the rear of the car to take the tests:
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It was also interesting to note that Catanzaro was dressed in perfect “Snoburbia” attire.
He was wearing a pink shirt, shorts and leather loafers. He stated that he had been the
designated driver and only had one drink.
He refused to take a field breath test or the official breath test at the police station and
refused to answer any other questions.

He was issued citations for DWI, Speeding and Improper Lane Use. He called mommy
and daddy to come get his drunk ass according to the police report.
OUTCOME: There was a quick guilty plea on 11/01/18 after Catanzaro hired a Clayton
lawyer. The fact that this guy was stumbling and almost falling down drunk, refused to
take a breath test, deals were to be made. He pled guilty to DWI but was placed on a 2year SIS probation with No-Fine and No-Points. He pled guilty to the Improper Lane
Use for almost hitting an Interstate Highway Median Wall and got 2-points plus a $100
fine. His drunken speeding 85 MPH charge was reduced to “Illegal Parking” and he
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was fined $225. Once again City Prosecutor Ed Sluys and Judge Andrea Niehoff are
looking after a local defense attorney and not the public at large.

Sluys

Niehoff

YOU ARE ALMOST 4-TIMES OVER THE LEGAL LIMIT AND DRIVING ON TWO
FLAT TIRES AND IN CHESTERFIELD YOU GET PROBATION:
On Saturday night into Sunday morning July 1, Jeffery Ryan Hall, 40, of O’Fallon,
Missouri was south on Clarkson Road from I-64. Directly behind him happened to be
Chesterfield Police Officer Thompson in a marked patrol car.
Officer Thompson observed that Hall was weaving from lane to lane in his 2016 Nissan
Altima. When reaching the Chesterfield Parkway exit from Clarkson Road, Hall waited
for the last minute and crossed a number of lanes to exit. While exiting Hall almost hit a
median wall.
Once stopped Thompson and assisting officer Lantz observed left side damage to the
car and two flat tires. Here is also what Officer Thompson observed from the police
report:
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So Hall had a crash somewhere, but doesn’t remember where. He damaged the left
side of his car and blew out both left side tires and was driving on two flat tires. He told
Officer Thompson that he left his brother’s house in Maryland Heights and was going
home to O’Fallon, Missouri, but he exited I-64 and was driving south on Clarkson Road.
Hall sated that he did not know where he was. When asked if he had any intoxicants to
drink, Hall replied, “More than I should.” He added, “I know I didn’t hurt anybody and I
know I wrecked my car.”
After failing all the field sobriety tests he was arrested and taken to the Chesterfield PD
In an interview at the police station Hall stated that the date was June 31. June only
has 30 days. He stated that he had drunk 8 Bud Selects at his brother’s house. He
answered “Yes” when asked if he considered himself under the influence now.
He then took a breath test. The test results showed his BAC level to be .31%.
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Officer Thompson took Hall to St.
Luke’s Hospital, since he was almost
4-times above the legal limit. The
hospital staff found he was fit for
commitment.
Let’s review the facts. Hall was so
drunk that:
1) He did not know where he was
2) Did not know where he crashed
his car and blew out two tires.
3) Was driving on two flats tires, weaving and almost hit a wall.
4) His speech was badly slurred and confused.
5) His eyes were very bloodshot
6) He could not keep his balance and staggered when he attempted to walk.
7) Admitted that he had too much to drink.
8. Tested on a breathalyzer at .31% BAC when .08% is the legal limit.
OUTCOME: On 09/11/18 Chesterfield prosecutor Tim Englemeyer was okay with
probation and Judge Rick Brunk saw no problem with a drunk driver almost 4-times the
limit, involved in crashes and driving on two flat tires getting NO Points for DWI. Brunk
placed Hall on a 2-year-SIS probation term requiring him to go to drunk drivers’ school a
couple of nights. Hall got no public conviction record that his insurance company or his
employers would find on his driving record. He also will not receive any Points and
there wasn’t even a cash fine on the DWI charge. Hall did pled guilty to Improper Lane
Use and paid $225 in fine and costs.
I seriously doubt this is what the citizens of Chesterfield or the driving public want or
expect from a prosecutor and judge . But it is continued week after week by
Engelmeyer and Brunk and is also apparently okay with members of the city council that
keep these two in office.
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Back in 1990 I wrote a feature article for a national Law Enforcement Management
magazine. I didn’t refer to this article in an earlier newsletter, because at the time I
quoted Claire McCaskill, who was a former assistant Jackson County prosecutor and a
former Missouri State Rep who had introduced tougher DWI legislation.(Two years
after this article ran McCaskill was elected the Jackson County prosecutor.) Prior to the
November 2018 election I did not want to quote McCaskill due to having readers ignore
her statements due to the contested senatorial race against Josh Hawley. But I think
she was on point 28 years ago.

Claire McCaskill after her 1982 election to the Missouri House and in 1992 after he
election as Jackson County Prosecutor.
“It is not going to do any good to pass additional DWI legalization if the
prosecuting attorneys are not going to be serious about prosecuting DWIs,” said
McCaskill.”It is up to the prosecutor and judge to tell the community they are
serious about DWIs.”
(Originally appeared in Newsletter #362 on December 30, 2018 and in the May 1990
edition of Law & Order Magazine.)
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DRUNK DRIVER WITH A PRIOR DWI CONVICTION IS GIVEN SECOND
PROBATIOIN TERM AND HAS MOVING VIOLATION REDUCED TO ILLEGAL
PARKING BY FORMER CHESTERFIELD CITY ATTORNEY. HE LEAVES COURT
ROOM WITH NO POINTS ON HIS RECORD. Taran Jaspal, 36, of Ballwin had left a
Blue Hockey game on May 3, 2016 after drinking beer. He went to the downtown
Sybergs and drank some more beer and then drove in the direction of home in Ballwin
at 209 Coachgate Lane. He never made it.
As he drove south on I-270 in his 2013 Hyundai and started to exit to Manchester Road
he was observed by Town and Country Police Officer Sapienza. It was now
Wednesday May 4, 2016 at 1:50pm. The driver was swerving in and out of his lane.
He exited to go east on Manchester and Officer Sapienza followed Jaspal only to see
him stop as he was about to drive off the road. He eventually turned around to go west
on Manchester.
Officer Sapienza followed and watched Jaspal fail to drive in a straight line. He was
stopped on Manchester Road west of Mason Road at Manchester Meadows.
After being stopped Jaspal appeared to have been drinking. While sitting in his car he
was unable to count backwards from 57 to 42. Officer Sapienza asked Jaspal to step
from the car. At that time he noticed that Jaspal was chewing gum. He asked him to
remove. Jaspal took it from his mouth and attempted to throw it in the grass, at which
time he fell flat on his face.
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Taran Jaspal

Jaspal’s bloodshot eyes

From the police report:

After failing the gum toss test, Jaspal failed several other tests, refused to take a field
breath test and was arrested from DWI. At the police station he also refused to take an
“official” breath test, despite claiming he was not intoxicated.
This was not Jaspal’s first DWI arrest. He was arrested in 2008. However that arrest
resulted in a SIS probation term and the arrest and conviction was wiped off of Jaspal’s
public record. Officer Sapienza was aware of the arrest, but it was redacted from the
copy of the report provided me. However the action with the Drivers’ License Unit of
DOR is listed with circuit court filings and shows Jaspal was arrest in December of 2008
and either test over the limit or refused to take the test. He appealed the loss of his
driving privileges and on September 14 a Circuit Court judge upheld the drivers’ license
revocation.
OUTCOME: The Town and Country case was filed in St. Louis County Circuit Court.
Jaspal had been charged with Improper Lane Use for weaving and DWI. On
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November 8, 2018 Jaspal appeared before Judge Rob Heggie, the former City of
Chesterfield City Attorney.
The Improper Lane Use charge was amended to Illegal Parking. Jaspal pled guilty and
was fined $50.
Jaspal pled guilty to DWI and Heggie placed him on a 2-year SIS, no-fine, no-points and
no permanent record probation. He was ordered to attend a Victim’s Impact Meeting, a
Drunk Drivers class and do 60 hours of community service.
Two and a half years after refusing to take a Breath Test Jaspal was still appealing the
DOR license revocation.
DRUNK SPANISH SPEAKER FROM GRANITE CITY WITH CAR LOAD OF
INTOXICATED PASSENGERS GET PROBATION FOR DWI IN TOWN AND
COUNTRY: At least he get 2-points for speeding! Cesar Gonzalez, 30 who resides in
the trailer park in Granite City, Illinois was driving his 2008 Dodge Caravan on Saturday
night into Sunday morning June 24, 2018 on Westbound I-64 when Town and Country
Police Officer Ron Nicoletti clocked the Dodge on radar at 85 MPH in a 60 MPH zone.
In the Dodge with Gonzalez were three intoxicated passengers who were drinking from
open containers of intoxicants at the time of the stop.
The stop took placed on WB I-64 under the Mason Road overpass. Officer Baez from
the Frontenac Police Department who speaks Spanish was on duty and responded to
assist Officer Nicoletti.
Gonzalez who is only 5-foot-5 and weighs only 150 pounds showed clear signs of
intoxication. This is from Officer Nicoletti’s report:
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Gonzalez failed field sobriety tests and a field breath test. He was arrested for DWI. A
Town and Country Police officer stood by with the drunk passengers until a sober driver
could respond and pick them up.
Gonzalez stated that he and his friends had been fishing and drinking beer since 4pm
along the banks of the Mississippi River. He said he did not know how much he had to
drink but felt he was under the influence. He agreed to take an official breath test. The
results showed his BAC to be .124%.

Cesar Gonzalez

Gonzalez’s eyes

OUTCOME: Gonzalez had been charged with DWI, Speeding and Operating a M/V
with an Open Container of Alcoholic Beverage. He hired a lawyer and on December 6,
2018 Town and Country prosecutor Ed Sluys amended the Open Container charge to
Littering. Gonzalez pled guilty to the “Littering” offense that he never committed and
was fined $150. He pled guilty to speeding and was fined $225. He also pled guilty to
DWI and was placed on a SIS No-Fine, No-Points, No-Public Record probation term by
Judge Andrea Niehoff.
HARPO’S PUTS ANOTHER DRUNK DRIVER ON THE STREETS: Carlos E. Recinos,
34, of Bridgeton had been drinking at Harpo’s in Chesterfield, the bar that produces
fights and drunk drivers at an alarming rate with the Chesterfield Police taking no
proactive enforcement and the city never trying to suspend the liquor license for a few
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days. At about 12:10am on Thursday night into Friday morning August 24, 2018
Recinos got into his gray Ford Mustang and hit the highways heading home.
Recinos gray Mustang was clocked at 81 MPH in a 60 MPH zone on Eastbound I-64
before I-270 by Town and Country Officer Duddleston. Recinos was stopped after
exiting to go NB on I-270. Officer Duddleston immediately noted the usual signs of a
drunk driver, booze on breath, glassy and bloodshot eyes, unable to stop swaying when
standing.
Recinos failed field sobriety tests and tested positive for intoxicants after taking a field
breath test. He was arrested and transported to the Town and Country Police Station.

Carlos Recinos

Recinos’ eyes

At the police station Recinos admitted he thought he was under the influence of alcohol.
He agreed to take an official breath test that showed his BAC level to be .117%.
OUTCOME: Recinos hired a lawyer. On 11/01/18 he appeared in Town and Country
Municipal Court. He pled guilty to speeding and was fined $300. He also pled guilty to
DWI and was placed on a 2-year SIS No-Fine, No-Points, No Public Record probation
term.
There have been past DOR actions against Recinos, but not for DWI cases. There
have been two cases filed against him for back taxes totally $2,800. Both have been
paid shortly after the judgments. We could find no other traffic or criminal cases against
Recinos.
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DRUNK DRIVER, WHO WAS ALL OVER THE ROAD AND REFUSED TO TAKE
BREATH TEST, LEAVES TOWN AND COUNTRY COURTROOM ACTUALLY
CONVICTED OF DWI WITH POINTS. Town and Country Police Officer McPherson
was watching eastbound I-64 traffic before I-270 on Saturday night into Sunday morning
March 5, 2017 around 1:45. That is when he observed a 2016 beige Chevy Malibu
being driven by Dwayne Relerford, 44, of Bridgeton.
Officer McPherson observed the car swerve across three lanes of traffic and then exit
onto NB I-270. Officer McPherson reported that while on the entrance lane to I-270 the
car drove onto the houlder at which time he stopped it.
Officer McPherson immediately believed that Relerford had been drinking. This is from
his police report:

Relerford denied having anything to drink and said his lane weaving was caused by his
arguing with his brother on a call phone. This is what happened next according to the
police report:

Relerford was arrested. At the police station he asked to be able to contract his lawyer.
He was given 20 minutes to do so. He never reached his attorney and then refused to
take a breath test or answer any questions. He was cited for Improper Lane Use and
DWI.
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Relerford

Relerford’s eyes

OUTCOME: Keep in mind the following things:
1) Relerford was weaving between three lanes on I-64.
2) He drove off the road at one point
3) He lied, claiming he he had nothing to drink, when it was obvious he had been
Drinking
4) He refused to take a breath test
Town and Country Prosecutor Ed Sluys and Judge Andrea Niehoff then did something
they should do more often.
On 09/20/18 Sluys amended the lane weaving citation to “Illegal Parking.” Relerford
pled guilty to a non-moving violation that he never committed that carries NO POINTS
and was fined $225. It was the third time Relerford had a moving violation reduced to a
“Parking Violation.”
However, he pled straight up to the DWI and was fined $625, with the violation going on
his public driving record with 6-points. In reality Relerford was already toast on his
drivers’ license. He appealed his license revocation for failing to take a breath test in
May of 2018 and lost, meaning his license was already revoked for a year.
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WHAT’S THE DIFF? THE LAST CASE HAD A DRUNK DRIVER REFUSE A TEST
AND REFUSED TO ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS AND HE WAS CONVICTED OF DWI
WITH NO PROBATION. SAME THING HERE BUT A DIFFERENT RESULTS! SO
MUCH FOR JUSTICE. It was Christmas Eve morning 2017 at 1:10 AM on WB I-64
west of I-270 when Town and Country Police Office Yaakub clocked 26-year-old Jacob
Aita driving a 2000 white Buick Park Avenue sedan at 96 MPH in a 60 MPH zone.
Aita, of Wentzville, MO did not noticed a police car with flashing lights behind right away
as he continued to speed before stopping on I-64 at Maryville Center. It was then upon
contact that Offic Yaakub knew pretty quickly that Aita was DRUNK. This is from the
police report:

Aita failed the field sobriety tests and agreed to take a field breath test that indicated he
was intoxicated. He was arrested and at the Town and Country Police Station he asked
to call his lawyer. He contacted his lawyer, who according to court files is Travis Noble,
the top DWI defense lawyer in the metro area.
He then refused to take an official breath test and refused to answer any questions.
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Jacob Aita

Aita’s eyes

The case we described prior to this one the drunk driver refused to take a Breath Test.
The Town and Country prosecutor and judge will not give him probation but convict him
of DWI (plea of guilty) but his moving violation was reduced to illegal parking.
In the Aita case the 96MPH in a 60 zone was pled on 04/05/18 with no amended
reduced charge resulting in a $500 fine. However the DWI resulted in a guilty plea and
SIS probation term of No-Points, No-Fine, No-Public Record. Noble challenged Aita’s
License revocation for refusing to take a breath test and won. The revocation was
removed from Aita’s license.

Travis Noble
It is almost as if the judge and prosecutor are afraid of defense attorney Travis Noble of
think probation is perfect for a drunk driver who refuses to take a breath test and is
driving 96 MPH on Christmas Eve. Years ago these types of cases that happened
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around Christmas received harsh sentences, due to the lasting effect for a victim and
their family of getting hit by a drunk driver doing 96 mph on Christmas eve.
DRUNK DRIVER HANDS OFFICER A PHOTOCOPY OF HER LICENSE, BECAUSE
ACTUAL LICENSE TAKEN BY HIGHWAY PATROL DURING A DWI ARREST. SHE
REFUSED TO TAKE A BREATH TEST AND STILL GETS PROBATION: It was
1:28am on December 30, 2016. Sunset had been 8 ½ hours earlier at 4:50 PM. Shelby
Rebecca Brown, 24, of Carlinville, IL was driving her 2014 Ford F-150 pick truck on
westbound I-64 from I-270 without the headlights on.
This was the first thing that got Sgt. Wolfe’s attention. The second thing was the Brown
was weaving in and out of marked lanes on the highway.
Sgt. Wolfe stopped Brown at I-64 and Mason Road. He was not surprised to find her
breath reeking of the smell of intoxicants, her eyes were watery and bloodshot, she
swayed when standing and her demeanor went from being polite to crying.
Brown could not give Sgt. Wolfe her actual driver’s license. Instead she handed him a
photo copy of her Illinois driver’s license. When asked where her actual license was
she said she had a DWI earlier in the year and her license “was still going through the
system.”
Brown failed the field sobriety tests given by Sgt. Wolfe. She denied being intoxicated
claiming she had two beers 9 ½ hours earlier at 4pm, but refused to take a field breath
test or an official breath test at the police station to prove she wasn’t drunk.

Shelby Brown

Brown’s eyes
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Brown was arrested and cited for DWI and Operating a Motor Vehicle at Night without
Headlights.
Brown’s earlier DWI arrest was by the Missouri Highway Patrol in Jefferson County,
Missouri on July 2, 2016. In that case she pled guilty to DWI on 05/29/18 and was
given a No-Fine, No-Points, No-Jail SIS probation for 2-years.
OUTCOME: Here is a driver who did not have her regular drivers’ license because it
had been seized in connection with an earlier DWI arrest and conviction. She was
drunk enough not to notice she was driving without headlights at 1:30 in the morning
and was lane weaving.
Despite pleading guilty to the prior 2016 DWI conviction on November 15, 2018 she
pled Guilty to DWI before Town and Country Judge Andrea Niehoff, who without any
thought of the safety of the public, placed Brown on her second SIS No-Fine, NoPermanent Record, No-Points probation. To Animal House fans she is now on “Double
Secret Probation.” Judge Niehoff fined her $225 for No Headlights at Night. Town and
Country prosecutor Ed Sluys had no problem with the plea or sentence.

Sluys

Niehoff

(This first appeared on January 27, 2019 in Ex-Alderman Newsletter #366)
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